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Abstract
Aligned parallel corpora have proved very useful in many natural language processing tasks,
including statistical machine translation and word sense disambiguation. In this paper, we
describe an alignment technique for extracting transfer mapping from the parallel corpus. During
building our system and data collection, we observe that there are three types of translation
approaches can be used. We especially focuses on Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese
text lexical translation and a method for extracting transfer mappings for machine translation.
1	 Introduction
Aligned parallel corpora have proved very useful in many tasks, including statistical machine translation
(Brown et al., 1993; Wu and Ng, 1995, Chen et al., 1997; Moore, 2001) and word sense disambiguation
(Chang et al., 1996; Chen and Chang, 1998).
Traditional and Simplified Chinese are two Chinese writing systems that used by Chinese-speaking
communities. Since their typefaces are different, foreigners always view these two languages as a family
of cognate languages. Aside from differences in typeface, their encoding schemas are also different. For
the conversion of text, special utilities or tools are required for mapping the correspondence between the
two schemas. At present, the methods used to undertake this mapping are far from perfect. In general, a
table-conversion method is used to translate between Traditional and Simplified Chinese text. There are
several problems with this method. First, correspondences between Big5 (Traditional Chinese) and
GB2312 (Simplified Chinese) code schemas are not one-to-one. Thus, this method can cause
mismatches in character translation. Second, the unit of processing should be words instead of
morphemes since the meaning of a morpheme can be very ambiguous. Third, conventional language
usage is also quite different between Traditional and Simplified Chinese. To tackle these difficulties, it
thus seems wise to acquire a set of word mappings between Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese
from parallel corpora automatically.
This paper discusses the issues mentioned above, and especially focuses on Traditional and
Simplified Chinese text lexical translation and a method for building a synonym thesaurus
meaning-translation. The character set standards used in this paper are Big5 code for Traditional
Chinese and GB2312 code for Simplified Chinese; nevertheless, these issues are code-independent.
Simply categorized, there are three methods for Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese conversion
and translation, each of which satisfies different purposes. These include code schema conversion, word
translation, and semantic translation, all of which are described in the present paper.
2	 Motivation
As the Internet and World Wide Web become increasingly popular, text documents in electronic form
are becoming ever more abundant. Therefore, there is a rapidly developing demand for the translation of
text between Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese. In addition, there are vast numbers of
Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese texts in electronic form that require an automatic
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conversion system for translation. Although several utilities and automatic conversion systems have
been designed (Chang, 1998), they are far from perfect and many issues remain unsolved. Indeed,
manual correction is typically required when these systems are used. Since the volume of documents is
growing rapidly, however, manual correction is not a feasible long-term solution. There is thus an urgent
need for a reliable automatic conversion system to deal with Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese
texts.
3	 Observation
In the process of building our system and collecting data, we observe that there are three types of
translation approaches can be used. These include code schema conversion, word translation, and
semantic translation.
3.1 Code Schema Conversion is not enough
While there are many encoding schema for Chinese character set, we have focused on Big5 and GB2312
because they are most commonly used. Table 1 illustrate how "4" and "5C", which have the same
typeface and meaning in both Traditional and Simplified Chinese, are encoded differently in Big5 and
GB2312. Many Traditional and Simplified Chinese characters can be conversed simply apply to this
approach which building a kind of code conversion table. It is the easiest approach for Traditional
Chinese and Simplified Chinese translation. We find out there is many off-the-shelf utilities can help us.
For example, Emurasoft (www.emurasoft.com) provides software named EmEditor, which can
converse various Chinese code schema. The Microsoft® Word 2000 Traditional Chinese edition, which
built-in a Traditional Chinese and. Simplified Chinese conversion function. These software can do this
kind of work well.
Table 1 The sample of Character Coding between Traditional and Simplified
Chinese.
Chinese Character Big5 Character Set Code  GB2312 Character Set Code
Eri OxA4A4 OxD6D0
OxA4E5 OxCEC4
Unfortunately, using the code conversion table approach cannot satisfy all translation requirements.
Table 2 is a sample of code conversion between Big5 and GB. We can observe that there is a
one-to-many relationship between GB and Big5, especially when converting from GB to Big5. Table 3
shows that after word combination, translating from Simplified Chinese into Traditional Chinese only
using the code conversion table approach will lead to lexeme mismatches. In Table 3, the translation of
./aao-yao)" to ".,(1ao-yao)" is correct. The translation of "i-L/A(she-me)", however, show be
"ffit(she-me)", and not "f-f--(she-yao)". Also, "151ft(hi-shu)" and "J-1,(ji-hu)" are not translated
correctly. Therefore, some type of lexical correction approach should be applied to correct these
anomalies.
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Table 2 The sample of Code conversion table.
Traditional Chinese Simplified Chinese
./z.,(yao)	 . ..,,(yao)
It(me) ./z.),(me)
At(shu)
•
At(shu)
Wsliii) At(shu)
Nii) JIMO
(j i) Nii)
4(10 ffl.(1i)
A(1i) ffl.(1i)
Table 3 Sample of translating from Simplified Chinese into Traditional Chinese
by code conversion only.
Simplified Chinese After code conversion Correct Traditional Chinese
	 ..,,(last child) ./z„(Lao-Iao)
	 ./z.,,(Lao-Iao)
1+.1z.,(what) 1±./z..,(She-Iao) filt(She-Mo)
a At(technique) afit(Ji-Shu)  agf(Ji-Shu)
J-L(almost) )13F(Ji-Hu Iht.(Ji-Hu)
3.2 Word Translation rather than Morpheme Translation
Differences in word usage are another issue affecting translation between Traditional and Simplified
Chinese. For instance, Table 4 shows a brief example of a synonymous lexeme thesaurus. In our
experience, building a specified domain synonym thesaurus for word usage translation is necessary.
Table 4 Differences in Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese lexeme usage.
Traditional Chinese Simplified Chinese GB to Big5
tM(software)
 V# Vit
WP* (coPY) k ilit WPft
u_h(on-line)
 d WA
mo -1 (printer) IT EPtli PP v; 
ilta(community) gift /.1N C
,
git/1 \ laii
In many cases, only using a synonym thesaurus for handling word usage issues in translation is not
reliable. Example 1 and Example 2 below show that mismatches in word usage can occur during
translation. For instance, in Example 1, "aktr is the name for Microsoft® in Chinese, but this term is
followed by another character that leads to incorrect word division and a resulting mismatch. The
sentence marked with an asterisk in Example 1 illustrates this issue. The following is a detailed
description of the process by which the mismatch occurs. In the first sentence in Example 1, "VA" and
"ffi " are two Traditional Chinese words. If they are divided into the four Chinese morphemes, "a", "
"n",and " ",they can be converted into their Simplified Chinese forms, "t r, "V", "IS", and
Ise. Using either code schema conversion or word translation, IVA" and "12**" can be converted
correctly. But in some cases, "Mter and "fft, " will be incorrectly divided into "s", "Vg", and "a".
After conversion using word translation, they will then become "tr, "ttit ", and "t". When
recombined, the result, is "liwz#11" which, as shown in Example 1, produces an incorrect translation.
Example 2 and Example 3 also illustrate the same phenomenon. Hence, translating sentences with a
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synonym thesaurus can work in some cases, but fail in other cases. In general, word translation does
produce better results than morpheme translation. On the other hand, building a general synonym
thesaurus is arduous work. A specified domain synonym .thesaurus for specified domain translation is
preferred
Example 1
NIMUYIJEVW*1144-E[Yg
*IcttftORIKM<A4ZifitM
Example 2
M-1-cfrfiFiltZ3-}AE-JcififiNiti
*M7-:-A-1/Mitd\  3)-44E-.1.1/PdA11
Example 3
niam-s--LtonlA
*8h1=1*Zilt*If Rfttg
3.3 Translation in Accordance with Document Topic
The examples in the previous section imply that using code schema conversion accompanied by word
translation is sometimes insufficient. In such cases, properly selecting a synonym thesaurus in
accordance with the document's topic can be of great assistance in the translation process. For instance,
the GB-to-Big5 translation in Example 4, which is a sentence fragment, describes a social issue. If we
use an IT synonym thesaurus to translate this phrase, the incorrect translation, marked with an asterisk,
results. The word 164(xun-huan)" is mapped into "ffigCxun-huan)", when using only code schema
conversion. When making use of an IT synonym thesaurus, however, "fa f;F(xun-huan)" will be
translated into "Ei (hui-quan)", which is incorrect semantically, but correct in terms of synonym
thesaurus translation. Example 5 shows the same phenomenon. "a gb(huo-long, meaning 'action')"
should be converted to "AM(huo-dong)", rather than "g4E(qi-dong, which means 'enable')". Therefore,
the synonym thesaurus used must be selected in accordance with the document's topic..
Example 4
$fiE4tIthgc
*W #E$1 ±.4JJ  M
Example 5
F011f570.'n-i*A1Mff 
	
*sr:	 ViLFr-TYg-E-2t;JAZ_E
Semantic translation between Traditional and Simplified Chinese is the most difficult undertaking of all.
After using the translation approaches mentioned above, a readable sentence should be created. In
experience, there are still a few sentences and phrases that need to be adjusted in terms of syntax and
grammar. Table 5 shows some cases in which different sentences in Traditional and Simplified Chinese
describe the same thing. In row 1 of Table 5, making "* EIA (show)" synonymous with "I rE 7T:(show)" is
feasible. But the synonym thesaurus approach clearly does not work for the sentences in rows 2 through
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4. In row 2, it is necessary to add 164(to)" and "a51(let, make)" to the translated sentence and exchange
the position of "g)cfnw" and "	 E-Mcgilif" to produce a fluent Traditional Chinese sentence. In row 3,
" and ",ft,-A" both mean "rich", "ff-I4X " and "CS nIS" both mean "very exciting", but
they are examples of large differences in literal meaning and grammar between Traditional and
Simplified Chinese. The extreme example shown in row 5 illustrates two sentences there are totally
different in literal meaning, but the same in figurative meaning. We leave this phenomenon for future
Work.
Table 5 Literal differences between Traditional Chinese and Simplified
Chinese.
Simplified Chinese Traditional Chinese
in* IIJJ yn,trIE-7F.
HRI-- A-VIMA* 	 IL H114 2 g . 5Miff3SJOI)c/RW
Ait iAlif, Fliia 4,..; niEA-1023 H X klaktlfiga_i
 V.WEAT123 HA
MAct-tIffrail:SM*7-i0EtAA-T .--14A ti
ITITUkIMATJATERNMAAlk Ditit,:,:;,M14ERPggf$41.. 
	
A±.---ff)Xtt ---4-ffiVA
4 The Alignment-based Algorithm
4.1 Estimation of Lexical Translation Probability
In this section, we propose a word-to-word similarity measure between Traditional Chinese and
Simplified Chinese words. Let us consider a Traditional Chinese word t and a Simplified Chinese word
s. Let SC't
 denote the GB code of word t. A similarity measure based on the Dice coefficient (Dice, 1945)
can be given as follows:
2xlsnsr,1 Sim s, =	 (Eq. 1)
IsI+ItI
where t = the morpheme strings of Traditional Chinese word,
s = the morpheme strings of Simplified Chinese word,
SCt = the morpheme strings of Simplified Chinese representation oft,
t 1= The lenth of string t.
To illustrate how Sim is calculated, consider the word pairs in Table 5. The first column shows some
Traditional Chinese words. The second column displays the corresponding Simplified Chinese words
for those in column 1. We convert word t from BIG5 to GB code, name it SCt, and present it in the third
Column. After applying Equation 1 to calculate the similarity of word s and t, we show the obtained
value in the last column of Table 6.
Table 6 Some word pairs and their Sim value.
Traditional Chinese word t Simplified Chinese s SC't Sim(s,t)
*Yffl(software) Vit VI* 0.50
-VP4z
 (coPY) kEillt W 44 0.33
EPA	 (printer) IT PC PVIL 0.67
*±Z(community) igit /J. x 4.±C 0.33
Armed with Sim, we then define and estimate the LTP t(s, t) by the following cases:
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Case 1. Sim(s, t)  h1,
Case 2. h 1 > Sim(s, t) h2,
Case 3. h2 > Sim(s, t)>. h3,
Case 4. Sim(s, t) < h3.
The connections satisfying each condition are given the same probability value determined by maximal
likelihood estimation (MLE). For instance, if there are k connections in a sample of n candidates (s, 1).
such that Sim(s, t) h1 then all these candidates are given the same MLE value for LTP, i.e. t(s, = t1=
k/n. Equation (Eq. 2) sums up the above discussion:
t(s,t) =
tl if Sim(s ,t)
if h1 > Sim(s, t) -h2,
t3 if h > Sim(s,t)  h3 ,2
t4 if Sim(s,t) < h3.
(Eq. 2)
By using a small sample of a few hundred sentences, the LTP values ti for 1 4 can be estimated.
Table 7 summarizes the probabilistic values based on likelihood ratio estimated using 200 sentences
from corpus.
Table 7 Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of LTP estimated based
on likelihood ratio, Sim(s, t).
Likelihood Ratio MLE of LTP(s, t)
Sim(s, t)  0.80 tl 0.84
0.80 > Sim(s, 0  .0.50 t2 0.38
0.50 > Sim(s, t)  0.25 t3 0.23
Sim(s, t) < 0.25	 - t4 0.02
4.2 Estimation of Distortion probability
We observe that by considering the translational position relative to the immediate left and right
neighbors, one obtains a probabilistic distribution function with a smaller deviation, thereby making a
tighter estimation possible for d(i, j). To this end, we define dislocation, dis for the connection (s i, t3) of
the i th and j th words in S and T, to denote I - j' )-(i - )1 where i' is the position of a word s' sharing
the minimum syntactic structure with s, and s' translates into t' , the j' th word in T. Short of syntactic
analysis, dis(i, j) can be calculated with respect to a nearby connection in CONN.
For establishing the initial connections, two dummies are replace to the left of the first and to the
right of the last word of the Tradition Chinese sentence. Similar two dummies are added to the target
sentence. These left dummies in the both sentences are aligned each other. Similarly, the right dummies
align with each other. This establishes anchor points for calculating the relative distortion score.
Such treatment closely approximates the dislocation value. In light of this, dislocation can be
defined as follows:
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dis (i, j) = min( I ciL l, I dR I )	 (Eq. 3)
where i = the sequence number' of s in S,
j = the sequence number of t in T,
dL
 = (.1	 - ( i - iL),
dR = (j -iRR )'
(iL^ JL) =	 argm ax
(i'd')EcoNAT,i
R	 argm in	 i',(P,f)EcoNN
CONN <i = {(k, 1) k th and 1 th word in (S, 7) form a connection in CONN, k < ,
COIVIV>i
 = {(k, 1) I k th and 1 th word in (S, 7) form a connection in CONN, k > i},
CONN = the initial connections established according to the two added null anchors.
The distortion function defined by cases can now be given according to dislocation values.
d(i, j) =
d if dis(i, j) = 0,
if dis(i, j) = 1,
if dis(i, j) = 2,
if dis(i, j)	 3.
(Eq. 4)
The connection candidates with small dislocation values tend to be alignment connections.
Again, all candidates (s i , tj) satisfying a certain case in (Eq. 4) are given the same MLE value.
For instance, if there are k true connections in a sample of n candidates (i, j) with 0 dislocation,
then all these candidates are given the same MLE value for DP, i.e. d(i, j) = d1 = k/n for all i and
j such that dis(i, j) = 0. By using a small sample of a few hundred sentences, the DP values di for 1 i
4 can be estimated. Table 8 summarizes the probabilistic values based on likelihood ratio estimated
using 200 sentences from corpus.
Table 8 Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of DP estimated based on
likelihood ratio, dis	 .
Likelihood Ratio MLE of DP(i, j)
dis(i, j) = 0 dl 0.94
dis(i, j) = 1 d2 0.30
dis(i, j) = 2 ci3 0.12
dis(i, j)  3 d4 0.01
4.3 The Word Alignment Algorithm
The above descriptions are summarized in the following algorithm:
Step 1: Get a pair of Tradition Chinese and Simplified Chinese sentences from corpus.
Step 2: Perform the word segmentation for both sentences.
Step 3: Two dummies are placed to both end of two sentences, and let them aligned each other.
Step 4: Follow the procedure in Section 4.1 to calculate a lexicon translation probability for each
connection candidate according to the Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.
1 The sequence number of a word is assigned according to the segmentation which satisfies the long-word-first
heuristic.
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Repeat
Step 5:	 Follow the procedure in Section 4.2 to calculate a relative distortion probability for each
connection candidate according to the Eq. 3 and Eq. 4.
Step 6:	 The highest scored candidate is selected and added to CONN.
Step 7:	 The connection candidates that are inconsistent with the selected connection are
removed from the candidate list.
Step 8: Until all words in the source sentence are aligned or no candidate is greater than a preset
threshold 9.
In this paper, we propose a translation model for extracting synonyms from our small parallel corpus. In
section 6, we use this small parallel corpus to build-up synonyms thesaurus for experiment.
5	 Experimental Results
To assess the proposed method's effectiveness, we have implemented the algorithms described in
Section 4 and conducted a series of experiments. A general description of the materials used in the
experiments follows. Finally, the success rates are quantitatively evaluated.
5.1 The Experimental Setup
We collect over 5,000 article-pairs (Traditional-Simplified Chinese pair) from news website
(http://news.pchome.com.tw/) to form a small parallel corpus. The news topic we focus on
Information Technique news. The experimental results obtained from the proposed algorithms are
presented in this Section. The training data were used primarily to determine MLE estimates for the
cases of LTP and DP. The test sentences were randomly chosen from unseen data from the same
domain.
5.2 Performance Evaluation
Our experiment was designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented algorithm. We used
human evaluators. According to the experimental results, over 90% of the source words in test sets are
connected to a target and over 90% are correct connections. Table 9 shows some high quality of aligned
word pairs.
Table 9 Some transfer ma in s was uroduced by our alignment.
Aligned Chinese Terms
•
Aligned Chinese Terms
Traditional  Simplified Traditional Simplified
Xlifil it X 4 V% 1:1 +
-I5-EMilt T-tt 41/ftt AkV
El Ali ta *E 1,1,Ek
o ,- ,;r1 1131-it toem Vit
:--.., *A MP .. IT RI fil
a .t t A iv ft „
%AXE +A it X4 _:, )4 4
*1 7.10/ )c X AV
'''' ,--: F4 IIIK 4 [PK
TjEirffl  N 4 VT)] *JE,'
PH t',-; A fIa. fliA •
_EOM Irr401 01 v,
 
Cgi
*,-1A Ili A ,---A** A*-9/
r6 T. t IA Jtift ti.ift
FA I'M .,'6t 2 t
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PIPE .,	 .2tilii /Mt fat
f,13 .. iNiMfl. ZA-kiii.
AN 
 At f.ft Mit
*42
 a E.JEfl IT EP
t'14-6M
- 
At. ?s75-4 IANA
Zir-A ''' si ENXV4 AilEittfOi lin§'±--
CM'
,
- -1,1-nAffld11 Mig Rt
CHM -1,1-NAVAti flA WI:
ME 'Te -1,1-NAF
,
EN
,
kfl-M.	 '
igl	 	 g 4ig iitINVI KgPicV4t4
MN::
,
E45-4 SVa,
6 Cohcluding Remarks
This paper has presented some examples and explains issues between text Traditional Chinese and
Simplified Chinese translation approaches. An accurately specified synonyms thesaurus can raise
lexical translation accuracy. By difference of Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese phrase usage,
a good semantic translation is needed. Using semantic translation, fluently sentence can be generated.
We leave this part as future work.
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